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PAKISTAN OVERPRINTS ON INDIAN STAMPS 

AND POSTAL STATIONERY 1947-1949 

 

Notes on further discoveries and additional values to existing types 

 

By Brig.-Gen. Anwar-ul-Haq Dar and Ron Doubleday 
 

 

In his handbook, Col. D. R. Martin laid the foundation for the listing and description of the 1947-1949 

PAKISTAN overprints on Indian stamps for which we are all grateful. His basic classification has withstood the test 

of time and has been followed over the years whenever new types and additional values were added. After the span 

of over half a century, such additions have been minimal and the availability of some material for further research 

has also been limited. In 1993, the Pakistan Post Office published the book with the same title by Ron Doubleday 

and Capt. U. A. Isani (D&I), which contained much information particularly on postal stationery that had not 

previously been recorded. We believe there is a strong possibility that this article could be the final chapter to 

existing information and knowledge available on this subject. There is also the subject of plating but that is one to be 

left for later treatment. 

 

POST INDEPENDENCE USE OF INDIAN STAMPS 

 

Hyderabad (Sind) dated March 22, 1948, verified on enlarged telegram form from Nawabshah. Prepaid, 

using 18 Nasik overprints on 1½ annas and 4 annas adhesives plus twenty-two 1anna stamps without overprints. 

 

HANDSTAMP OVERPRINTS OF EARLY POST-INDEPENDENCE 

 

The following handstamps on ordinary stamps have now been re-classified from machine overprints: 

 

Black 9.75x2 mm. Block letters no stop.  Haji Ganj and elsewhere within Tippera District. 

Used between August and September 1947 

 

SG 270 (2 As) and SG 275 (8 As).  Used on piece of Telegraph form at Haji Ganj,  

East Bengal Railway on August 16, 1947. 

 

SG 268 (1 As). Telegraph usage in Tippera District on September 15, 1947. 

 

SG 276 (12 As). Not on piece but most likely used for telegrams. 

 

THE MACHINE OVERPRINTS 

 

We sometimes ponder, with regret, on the fact that not one of the worldwide producers of stamp catalogues 

has ever incorporated this particular machine-printed material, still less, the handstamped overprints. 

 

A few years ago, one such producer was “keen to review the situation regarding the machine prints”. Much 

work and the collation of various examples existing in the United Kingdom and overseas saw this project nearly to 

fruition. Nearly but not quite; the project was suddenly terminated for the following reason: 

 

  “That the differences between the Nasik and copied overprints are so minute…… could 

not hope to reproduce in a catalogue illustration” and “should be readily identifiable by an average collector from 

illustrations, without the necessity of comparing examples of one particular item with another”. 

 

It will indeed be a very poor prospect for future philatelic research if one must pay heed to such dictates. 
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NASIK COPIES - MACHINE OVERPRINTS ON ORDINARY STAMPS. 

 

PESHAWAR 

Squat prints 

 

The genesis and description of squat prints has been provided in Col. Martin’s handbook and followed up 

in Doubleday & Isani’s work. While there has been some confusion about plating, it can now be confirmed that only 

Plate #4 showed evidence of squat printing as shown below in the table of additional values. As stated before, details 

of the plates are subject of separate treatment. 

 

King George V (KGV)    SG 235 (1 Anna and 3 Pies). 

 

King George VI (KGVI)    SG 265 (3Ps) SG267 (9Ps) SG 270 (2A) SG274 (6A) 

SG 275 (8A) SG 276 (12A) 

 

The Hybrid print – Battered prints 

 

KGVI    SG 270 (2A) SG271 (3A) 

 

KARACHI 

 

KGVI SG 267 (9Ps) One used copy of this error has been seen and verified.  To 

date, forgeries of Nasik and Nasik copies on lower values covering 3pies to 12 

As are virtually unknown. 

    SG 262 (10Rs) A mint example of this item bears an overprint from a worn 

plate which shows deficiencies to letters “P” and “N” with very minor defects to the other letters. Size of overprint is 

quite correct at 18.5x2.5 mm.  This can also be recorded against an inverted albino at the foot of the reverse side of 

the stamp. The faintest of traces show on the front of the stamp, particularly the “P” and the “N”. 

 This is a genuine variety probably created by a printer’s test but one is left to wonder why a sheet of 120 

stamps of this value was so wastefully used. Another reasonable possibility is that instead of disappearing for 

philatelic use the stamps were actually placed for sale at post offices. There is also the small matter of the u-shaped 

ink trace on the front of a stamp, 1.5 mm from the letter “P” of overprint and two-thirds of the way down its vertical 

stroke. 

 

MACHINE OVERPRINTS DIFFERING FROM NASIK PRINTS 

 

DACCA   Type I  

Black 15.5x1.5 mm.  Thin block letters, no stop. 

 

KGVI    SG 268 (1A) small “i” in “PAKISTAN” 

    SG 269a (1½ A) Overprint doubled. Already recorded with one very faint print, 

the double overprint can now be recorded as seen and verified on a first printing of the Nasik overprint. Probably 

used within Pabna district, this is not the first occasion when the printer failed to note an existing overprint. 

 

JESSORE 

 

The very low survival rates of some overprints caused a major oversight. The Jessore prints on ordinary 

stamps certainly appeared to be machine printing first, due to the impeccable source from which they came and then 

due to Doubleday’s oversight. Proof positive that these were not so came much later in the shape of a few values 

that were virtually all used on telegraph business and by their very dates, they were worthy of inclusion in the 

handstamps of early post-independence period. All used exactly the same handstamp originally believed to be a 

machine print. There is absolutely no confusion here since this latest addition conforms to the few other handstamps 

involved namely, neatness of the die cutting application etc. 

 

It is with some regret that we find this handstamp after its very early life at telegraph stations on the East 

Bengal Railway was not withdrawn as were the vast majority of the others used for this purpose. With the 
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abhorrence of wastage, it is possible that this handstamp was retained somewhere purely for postal use in January, 

June and August. One other die which is already recorded, was retained for later use in West Pakistan. 

 

This handstamp began its life in the far East of East Pakistan in Tippera district which was in transition to 

its new name Comilla District. The circular date stamps recording “Tippera” would take a much longer time to 

switch over to “Comilla”. It finally ended its life in the far West of East Pakistan along the Indian border in Jessore 

District. 

  Ron Doubleday. 

 

KHULNA 

Purple 12/13.5x1.5/2 mm. Serif letters, no stop. 

 

 A good confirmation of Col. Martin’s reasoning for machine overprinting as opposed to handstamping has 

been reinforced by the existence and verification of another strip of 1 Anna stamps from the Dacca machine prints 

Type I. This horizontal strip illustrates the same bad alignment as is known on the Khulna prints. 

 

    SG 282 (3Ps/ 1A3Ps) Although somewhat aged, we believe a pair of this 

stamp further illustrates the uneven delineation of printing. The pair with a ½A are known used on piece at 

Rohanpur in Rajshahi District. We believe this to be an example of casual carriage. 

 

TANGAIL 

 

A sighting of a superb block of four of the 3Ps value gives evidence of usage at Balla Ratanganj in 

Mymensingh District on April 7, 1948. 

 

MACHINE PRINTED OVERPRINTS ON SERVICE STAMPS 

 

BAHWALPUR STATE 

Black 13.7/14.1x1.9/2 mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

KGV    SG O128 (1A3Ps) One example has been seen and verified on cover 

from Baghdad-ul-Jadid on September 22, 1948. 

 

LAHORE   Type I 

Black 15.75/16x2/2.5 mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

 It has not yet been emphasized but we feel mention should be made of the shifted prints varieties on many 

small values. An example such as “AN  PAKIST” on a single stamp and the many variations to that shift should all 

command some premium above the price of the normal. 

 

LAHORE   Type II 

Black 13.6/14x2/2.4 mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG O146 (1A)  Known used at Civil Secretariat in Lahore. 

 

HANDSTAMPS 

 

Most of the distortions occurred when a die was used beyond its legible life. 

 

The part played by Brooke Bond Tea travelers as set by their Mr. Adlam and his authorized itineraries is most 

significant in the establishing origins of the handstamps. After many years, there are very few deviations from the 

basic assumption that, “the place of usage is the place of origin”. The checklists that have established so far have 

listed dies under their place of origin along with all known values for each die.  We believe that these lists are fairly 

complete.   
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HANDSTAMPS ON ORDINARY STAMPS 

 

AZAD KASHMIR  Types I & II 

 

 In his original book published by Robson Lowe Ltd., in 1959, Col. Martin made mention under handstamps 

on ‘Service’ for this area that, “certain values had appeared mint in 1956 but as I did not know how many were 

found, I have not ventured to price them”. This note of some importance was unfortunately not carried forward 

either into the Pakistan reprint of 1974 or the Doubleday & Isani book. 

 

 In February 1955, a few more of these mint examples came to light. Although all are genuine (both 

ordinary and Service), one should now seek a logical explanation as to why there are some mint examples which 

have survived. One reason could be that a dealer (most likely the late Mr. Agha Zahid of Peshawar) may have 

traveled to the territory and bought stocks. The second reason could be that owing to the peculiar status of the 

territory, it is possible that not all the remaining stocks of overprints were swept up in the general destruction by 

burning of the remainders in early 1950. There are already known some odd and isolated instances where small 

quantities escaped the final torch. 

 

 While types I and II (on ordinary stamps) have no stops, we can see minute traces of the handstamp holder 

in violet on either side of “PAKISTAN”. The slightly curved letter formation appears only when black ink is used. 

 

 The height of the lettering for type I varies slightly with 3mm as a mean and going down to 2.75 mm on 

occasion. Likewise, the length of the handstamp may decrease to 17.25 mm. 

 

KGVI    SG 282 (3Ps/1A3Ps) Violet 

KGVI 1937 series SG248 (½A) SG 249 (9Ps) SG 250 (1A) We believe these three items to 

be of some rarity. 

 

BAHAWALPUR STATE 

Baghdad-ul-Jadid  Type II 

Black 18.75/19.25x2.75 mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 282 (3Ps/1A3Ps) SG 268 (1A) Seen on cover January 1, 1948. 

 

EAST PAKISTAN 

 

BOGRA DISTRICT 

Bogra 

Blue 16.5/17x3 mm. Serif letters, no stop. 

 

SG 252 (2A6Ps Transport) Seen and 

verified with change of ink color on  

April 7, 1948 from Bogra. 

 

CHITTAGONG DISTRICT 

Chaktai   Type I 

Purple 14.75x1.5mm. Block letters with stop. 
 

    SG 282 (3Ps/1A3Ps) 

 

Lama Bazaar 

Black 15/15.25x3/3.5mm (approx.), no stop. 
 

    SG 266 ( ½ A)  SG 271 (3As)  SG 275 (8As)  

  Evidence of usage of the above is on piece removed from 1 ½ As postal stationery envelope. 
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DACCA DISTRICT 

Dacca City  Type II 

Black 13/14x2mm. Serif letter, no stop. 

 

    SG 269a (1 ½ As). Strip of three used on piece, dated 3 April 1948. 

 

MYMENSINGH DISTRICT 

Mymensingh City 

Black 15.5x2.5mm. Serif letters, no stop. 
 

SG 268 (1A). Seen and verified in block of four with a postmark dated 8 July 

1948 of Vizianagram Fort with Calcutta delivery. 

 

Kishoreganj 

Black 12.5x2mm. Serif letters, no stop. 

 

SG 273 (4As). Verified from a pair of 4 as on piece with a pair of 3 Ps Nasik 

used 7 April 1948 Domar (adjacent district of Rangpur). 

PABNA DISTRICT 

Pabna East  Type I 

Red 15.75/16.25x1.75/2.5mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

    SG 259 (1R) used Sthal with probably fugitive red ink.  

 

 

 

Pabna East  Type III 

Black 19/19.5x.1.5/1.75mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

  SG 270 (2 As) SG 271 (3 As) SG 276 (12 As) SG 259 (1R) SG 282 (3Ps/1A 3Ps) 

 

RAJSHAHI DISTRICT 

Naogaon 

Black 19x2.5mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 275 (8 As) 

 

RANGPUR DISTRICT 

New type  

Purple 15.75/16.25x1.75/2.5mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

This has already been mentioned as a note on a similarity to Pabna east Type I.  

Purple handstamp already relating to Nilphamari and Palasbari. We can now 

verify as relating to usage at Gaibandha. 

 

SG 266 (1 ½ A) SG 260 (2R) 

RANGPUR DISTRICT 

Purple 12.75x1.75mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 271 (3 As) 

 

Habibganj 

Red 12.5/13x1.5mm. Serif letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 275 (8 As) known on piece from Habibganj, 2
nd

 June 1948. 
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NORTH WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 

 

BANNU DISTRICT 

Bannu   Type III 

Purple 18.75x3mm. Block letters, no stop 

 

    SG 279 (1 ½ As) used on piece at Bannu in April 1948. 

 

DERA ISMAIL KHAN DISTRICT 

Dera Islamil Khan 

Black 24x3mm. Block letters with stop. 

 

SG 266 (½ A), SG 267 (9ps), SG 268 (1A). Used on cover with 3 pies; boxed 

cancel 30 June 1948 from Dera Ismail Khan to Secretary to Governor NWFP. 

Received at Nathiagali on 4 July 1948. 

New type  

Violet 23x3mm. Block letters, no stop. Sloping ‘P’ of PAKISTAN. 

 

SG 269a (1 ½ As) used on cover; boxed 

cancel 13 February 1948 to Sir Ambrose 

Dundas, Assistant governor-General and 

Chief Commissioner of Baluchistan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tank 

 

There is a definite similarity between the handstamp of Tank and of Manzai Type II. Further examples will be 

needed to prove a connection. 

 

HAZARA DISTRICT 

Mansehra  Type II 

Purple 19.75 and 21.75x3.75mm (Dies I & II). Block letters with stop. 

 

SG 265 (3pies) A characteristic noted on all dies is that the ‘I’ of PAKISTAN 

has an unlinked dot approximately halfway on the stroke. 

 

KOHAT DISTRICT 

Kohat 

Black 16-19.5x2-3mm (Dies I, II & III). Block letters, no stop. 

 

On a pair and on a block of four of 3pies value. The ink used has an oily base.  

Dates of usage begin from 22 April 1948. 

 

PESHAWAR DISTRICT 

Peshawar City. Machine Overprinting, Metal and Rubber Dies 

 

The strongest evidence we have indicates that all metal and rubber dies were prepared in 

Peshawar. However, there purports to be documentary evidence in the form of an undated statement by the 

Officer in Charge of the Peshawar Treasury supposedly “at that time”. It is alleged that the officer informed 

the late Mr. Agha Zahid that “two kinds of seals were supplied from Lahore” consisting of: 

a) One rubber (16 in one line) to imprint a complete sheet and 
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b) Others of Zinc or lead which were used singly on loose and incomplete sheets and booklets. 

 

 

It is a matter of some conjecture as to what is meant in a) by “complete sheet”. This implies sheets 

of 320 stamps but this could hardly be the case since it had been ordered that all such sheets must be 

returned to Karachi. We do not believe there is any doubt that this order was obeyed since (certainly on 

Peshawar prints on ordinary and service stamps) overprinting was to a setting of 160 stamps. 

 

The above statement goes on to say that both a) and b) “were distributed to post offices and 

treasuries within the NWFP and to some places in the Punjab”. However, there is much confirmed evidence 

that supplies of Peshawar machine printed overprints of high and low values were dispatched for used 

within the whole of Punjab and Sind provinces.  

Equally, there is no evidence that Peshawar handstamped overprints were ever so consigned. 

We thought it was only fair and equitable to publish these facts. 

 

Usage Of The Metal Black Handstamp Overprints 

 

 The use of the metal black handstamp on two obsolete issues of KE VII is verified beyond doubt. We 

would however; repeat a statement made by Mr. A. Zahid in a letter dated 14 February 1959 to the late Mrs. G. Earl. 

He mentioned that he had been shown a copy of a KE VII ½ anna green with Peshawar metal black “used on a chit 

(piece of note paper)”. His source also said that he (the source) had in his possession a Queen Victoria 3 pies rose 

similarly handstamped and used at Hindubagh, Quetta. Since they have not come to light to this day, these two items 

will not be listed for, according to Mr. Zahid’s final sentence, “To see such things after such a long period is very 

strange’. Nearly forty years have elapsed since this letter was written but Mr. Zahid’s questioning mind and his 

obvious suspicions must be an example to strictly set future standards. 

 

Metal dies 

 

Black (or violet) 16-16.5x2mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 119 KE VII (3pies Inverted) 

    SG 151 KG V   (3pies Inverted) 

    SG 199 KG V   (2A, 6p Watermarked Single Star) Vertical se-tenant pair 

    SG 203 KG V   (1A Watermarked Multi-Star) 

SG 252 KG VI (2A, 6p) Double, one inverted. Pair used on piece with ½ A 

Nasik at Peshawar, to Bombay rectangular delivery cachet dated 18 May, 1948 

SG 265 (3p)   a)    Overprint double in pair with normal 

b) Overprint double in pair, one without overprint 

 

Rubber Dies 

 

Black 13.25-13.50x2.5-3mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 252 (2A, 6p) Single, overprint inverted 

 

Violet 13.25-13.50x 2.5-3mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 268 (1A) Overprint double 

SG 278 (9p) Victory Issue. Overprint Inverted. Known used on piece from 

Landikotal dated 20 April 

SG 281 (12 As) Victory Issue. Overprint inverted 

 

Landikotal  New type 

Purple 16.50x2mm. Block letters, with stop. 
     

SG 235 KG V (1A, 3ps) On piece from Landikotal dated 16 October 1949 
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  SG 265 KG VI (3ps) 

  This is a new type on 

ordinary stamps but is also used on service 

stamps as Type II. As a treasury issue, we 

believe this die was used late on ordinary 

stamps as witness the usage date of KG V 

1a, 3ps 

 

Tangi 

Black 22x3.5mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 265 (3ps) Inverted. Seen used on KG VI ½ A postal card uprating to 9 pie 

 

Nowshera 

Purple or black 17.25-17.75x 2.25-2.75mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 275 (8As) 

 

HYDERABAD (SIND) DISTRICT 

Hyderabad City 

Black 16.25x2.75mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

    SG 252 (2As 6ps) Transport. 

Overprint double. 

SG 267 (9 pies) Overprint double and 

triple overprint. Seen (above and at 

right) on block of 16 stamps used on 3 

As registered envelope from 

Hyderabad (April 8, 1948) to Karachi 

(April 9). Bottom left stamps shows a 

double overprint and a triple overprint 

is the next one. We suspect philatelic 

manipulation. 

 

SG 272 (3 ½ As). In purple, known used on registered envelope piece. 

SG 279 (1 ½ As). Victory Issue.  a) Overprint inverted 

     b) Overprint double 

 

West Kucha 

Black 12.25x2mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

SG 269a (1 ½ As). The 2 As value is also now known on piece with 3 ps. Stamp 

that bears a Hyderabad hand stamp. The date on the cancel is illegible; we 

believe it was used at Hyderabad. 

 

WEST PUNJAB 

 

JHELUM DISTRICT 

Jhelum 

Purple 19.75x3mm. Block letters with stop. 
 

SG 266 (½ As). Greyish-black overprint used at Dhudial on 3 August 1948. 

Hand stamp verified as worn and very late usage for Jhelum but the date is 

closer to Bamla. 
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Chakwal   Type I 

Violet 19.5x3mm. Block letters with stop. 
 

    SG 282 (3ps/1As3ps) 

 

   Type II 

Black 20x3mm. Block letters with stop. 
 

    SG 259 (1Rs) 

 

Pinanwal (Haranpur) 

Black 22.25x4mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

    SG 282 (3ps/1As3ps) 

 

Pind Dadan Khan 

From the surviving examples of the larger-sized dies, it has been seen that the hand stamp was applied after the 

stamp was affixed to the postal card or the envelope. One example showed the ‘P’ and the ‘N’ on the envelope 

surface, covered by the circular date stamp. 

 

LAHORE DISTRICT 

Lahore sub-office 

Black 20.75x3.25mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

SG 266 (½ As). Seen and verified as a pair with a pair of 3ps stamps used at 

Dharampura or Baghbanpura on 16
th

 February, 1948. 

 

LYALLPUR DISTRICT 

Lyallpur  Type I 

Blue 13/14x2/2.5mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

    SG 266 (½ As). Already known in 

black and in purple, the blue ink is new. 

MULTAN DISTRICT 

Multan   Type I 

Black 18x3mm. Serif letters, no stop. 
 

SG 251 (2As). Transport. Used on 

     26 February 1948 

    SG 273 (9ps). Victory issue 

 

   Type II 

Black 18x3mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

    SG 279 (1 ½ As). Victory issue. 

    SG 282 (3ps/1As3ps) 

 

Khanewal 

Black 20/23.75x3.75mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

    SG 271 (3As) 

 

MUZAFFARGARH DISTRICT 

Kot Adu  Type I 
     A date of usage is confirmed for April 1948. 
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   Type II 

Purple as well as Black 18x3mm. Block letters with stop raised higher. 
 

    SG 269a (1 ½ As) SG 270 (2 As)  SG260 (2 Rs) 

 

RAWALPINDI DISTRICT 

Rawalpindi  Type I (Copper dies… “the small Green”) 

Purple, Blue and Green 15.75/16.25x1.75mm. Block letters, no stop 
 

    SG 274 (6 As)  SG 275 (8 As)  SG 277 (14 As) 

 

   Type II 

Purple, Blue and Green 17.75x2.75mm. Block letters, with and without stop 

 

SG 281 (12 As) Victory issue. Known used on cover from Rawalpindi (Sadar 

Bazaar) on June 11, 1948 

 

   New type 

Black, 15.5/16x2mm. Sharp block letters, no stop. 

 

SG 266 (½ As)  

SG 269a (1 ½ As) 

SG 278 (9ps) Victory. 

All have been verified on cover 

and on piece used in June and 

July 1948. 

 

SIALKOT DISTRICT 

Sialkot   Type III 

Black 20.5x3mm. Sloping serif letters, no stop. 

 

    SG 268 (1 As) 

 

Badomali 

Purple and black 18.75x3.25mm. Block letters with stop. 

 

    SG 276 (12 As) In purple 

 

 

Daska 

Purple and black 18.75/19.25x2.5/3mm. Block letters with stop. 

 

    SG 269a (1 ½ As) Overprint inverted. 

 

Shakargarh 

Purple, black, blue and blue-green 18.5/19.5x2.5/3mm. Block letters with stop. 
 

    SG 276 (12 As) Verified as a block of four, the 

circular date stamp is not clear but lettering meets the length requirement and ends with 

‘ ARH’. 
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HAND STAMPS ON SERVICE STAMPS 

 

LAHORE 

Lahore 

Black 
 

    SG O147 (2 As) Overprint inverted 

 

Purple 

 

  KGV  SG O128 (1 As 3Ps) Overprint double 

  KGVI  SG O145 (9ps) Overprint inverted 

    SG O147 (2 As) Overprint double 

    SG O148 (2 ½ As) Overprint double and inverted 

    SG O149 (4 As) Overprint inverted 

 

   New type 

Purple 22.5/23x3.5/3.75mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

Until now, this handstamp has raised some suspicions as to authenticity. Indeed, certain examples have already been 

listed under “Doubtful Overprints” in Overprints on India…” (D&I) by Doubleday & Isani. We now feel that a 

revision of that status is in order. 

 

Certain examples on piece have come to light that indicate philatelic manipulation. While the pieces and the 

postmarks are not unduly suspicious but nearly all stamps are obsolete KGV and one is an older KGVI. All pieces 

emanate from the Punjab Government Book Depot, long established in dealing with the British HMSO(His 

Majesty’s Stationery Office). On Pakistan’s independence, this depot retained all of its functions of producing and 

distributing government documents, gazettes and stationery. 

 

As to the stamps involved, it is a matter of record that the Lahore treasuries yielded certain stocks of obsolete KGV 

stamps although not nearly on the scale of those that turned up at Peshawar treasury. We must assume that small 

stocks of these stamps were passed on to the Book Depot for use. Indeed, it would be quite logical if the Depot 

mainly used the die involved but more examples are needed to prove that theory. Since over fifty years have passed, 

it is unlikely that more examples might surface. If this theory is correct then these examples should be considered 

quite rare. 

 

Erring on the side of caution, we propose to leave the two items listed in (D&I) Doubtful Overprints Type II section 

but at the same time include the items below in the official listing of authentic issues. 

 

SG O109 (3ps) On piece from Lahore GPO with two other stamps to make the letter rate 

of 1 ½ As. 

SG O115 (8 As) Pair on piece from Lahore GPO dated 21 July 1948. 

SG O118 (2 Rs) On piece showing “Punjab Government Book Depot” from Lahore GPO 

dated 13 October 1948. 

SG O135 ( ½ As) From Lahore GPO dated 3 July 1948, possibly used to send a copy of 

the Punjab Gazzette. 

 

It will be seen that the pattern of usage is regular for the second half of 1948. Indeed, one example already listed 

under (D&I) Doubtful Overprints was for another KGV 8 As with a September 1948 cancel. 

 

AZAD KASHMIR 

 

The few mint Service examples that have come to light have been checked against the holdings of Mr. D. Haskell of 

India Study Circle for philately whose collection of this area is very authoritative. He has several excellent pieces 

used in Skardu with usages in April, July and August 1948. 
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The prices quoted in D&I are rather high and may be too high. It is unfortunate that after all this time we still do not 

have an accurate survival rate of the ordinary and Service issues, this applies to ALL overprints, not just the Azad 

Kashmir ones. 

 

BALUCHISTAN 

Quetta 

 

A document has been discovered attested by the late Col. Boddington that clearly spells out the authority for hand 

stamping in Quetta. Ordinary Indian stamps were hand stamped at the Quetta post office for public use. For some 

time it was a mystery as to why the Service stamps were not also hand stamped there. However, recently some 

Service stamps hand stamped at Quetta were discovered in a collection with telegraph cancels. Thus, a long-standing 

mystery was solved. 

 

One possible reason for such a late discovery could be the infrequent usage of Service stamps in Baluchistan 

province at the time of Partition. The state was sparsely populated with a primitive communication network and a 

very small postal system. An Agent to the Governor-General (AGG) conducted the government with few offices so 

it is entirely possible the very few Service stamps were hand stamped. 

 

   New Type 

Purple 14x2mm. Serif letters, no stop. 
 

   SG O147 (2 As)  SG O149 (4 As)  SG O150 (8 As) 

   In one case the cancel shows a clear “QUETTA” and on others, dates of 16
th

 or 26
th

 1948. 

 

EAST PAKISTAN 

Pabna & Rajshahi districts 

Purple and Black 15.5/15.75x2/2.25mm. Block letters, no stop. ‘P’ and ‘A’ occasionally show serifs or blobs. 
 

The linking of these two districts does not signify any doubt as to the origin of the handstamp, which is undoubtedly 

Pabna. As has already been recorded, Pabna dies or handstamps were transmitted for use at Faridpur, Rajshahi, 

Rangpur, Sylhet and Tippera districts, mainly on postal stationery. So far, Rajshahi is the only known district that 

also han stamped Service stamps by this mode of operation. It is possible that further examples might emerge in the 

future. 

 

The usage for the original hand stamps was circa May 1948 but possible because of wear, another die was cut and 

used some months later. Since purple color was unsatisfactory, it was changed to black. There is also a line of 

thought that the latter die may have been made of metal since the application seems to approach machine printing 

standards. Similar consideration could also be given to Santahar handstamp (Bogra district) on ordinary stamps and 

postal stationery because the application of those hand stamps is also quite precise. 

 

Black 

 

   SG O144 a ( ½ As) 

   SG O147 (2As) Used in Sirajganj on 8 October 1948. 

 

NORTH WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 

 

HAZARA DISTRICT 

Abbottabad  Type I 

Purple 20.25x2.25mm 
 

O146b (1 ½ As) Overprint inverted. It should be noted that all letters were square-cut for 

this die. 
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PESHAWAR DISTRICT 

Metal dies 

Black 15.75/16.25x 1.75/2mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

       KGV Single star watermark SG O92 (2 Rs) Overprint double, one inverted. 

       KGV Multi-star watermark SG O109 (3ps) Vertical pair; one inverted overprint and one normal. 

       KGV 1930 issues  SG O127a (1 As) Vertical pair; one inverted overprint and one normal. 

    SG O128 (1As 3ps) inverted. 

    SG O130 (2As) Vertical pair; one inverted overprint and one normal. 

    SGO131 (2As 6ps) Vertical pair; one inverted overprint and one normal. 

 KGVI   SG O143 (3ps) Pair, one without overprint. 

    SG O144a ( ½ As) Overprint double. 

    SG O146 (1As) Pair, one without overprint. 

    SG 146a (1As 3ps) a) Overprint double, one inverted 

       b). Pair, one without overprint. 

    SG 146b (1 ½ As) Overprint double, one inverted. 

    SG O149 ( 4 As) Overprint inverted in pair with normal. 

    SG O141 (10 Rs) Overprint double, one inverted 

 

Violet 

 

  SG O143 (3ps) Overprint double. 

  SG O146a (1As 3ps) Overprint double, one inverted. 

  SG O147 (2 As)   a) Overprint double, one inverted 

     b). Pair, one without overprint. 

  SG O143 (2 ½ As) Overprint inverted. 

  SG O149 (4 As)   a) Overprint double 

     b) Overprint inverted. 

  SG O138 (1 Rs) Overprint double, both inverted 

  SG O139 (2 Rs)   a) Overprint inverted in pair with one normal. 

     b) Overprint inverted. 

  SG O140 (5 Rs) Overprint inverted. 

 

Rubber Dies  Type I 

Black 13.25/13.50x2.5/3mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

  SG O109 (3ps) 

  SG O125 (1 As) Overprint double in vertical pair, one without overprint. 

  SG O127a (1 As) Overprint inverted in pair with one normal. 

 

Violet 

 

  SG O146 (1 As) Overprint inverted 

  SG O146a (1As 3ps) Vertical pair, one without overprint. 

 

Malakand 

Black 16.5x2mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

There appears to be a marked similarity in size to the Landikotal Type II handstamp on Service, the difference being 

the lack of a stop at Malakand. Mindful that such punctuations do not always register, this would not be the first 

instance where a handstamp is used first in purple, then conveyed to another area and used in black or, vice versa. 
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SIND 

 

Malir Cantonment 

Purple 12.25x1.75mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

   SG O146b (1 ½ As). 

 

WEST PUNJAB 

 

LYALLPUR DISTRICT 

Samundri 

Black 19x3.25mm. Block letters, large stop or exclamation mark. 

 

Date of usage is now placed around April/May 1948 

 

MUZAFFARGARH DISTRICT 

Kot Adu 

Black 18x3mm. Block letters with raised stop. 

 

   SG O147 (2 As) 

 

RAWALPINDI DISTRICT 

Rawalpindi  Type I 

Purple 15/16x2mm. Serif letters, no stop 

 

With respect to KGV overprinted stamps, a block of twelve 12 As Service has come to our attention which may 

revise the theory that forgeries of this type did not reach Service stamps. The greatest suspicion is aroused by the 

fact that the hand stamp is applied diagonally from lower left to upper right. Virtually without exception, the hand 

stamp is known applied horizontally. It is also somewhat suspicious for such a block to emerge so many years after 

the fact. 

 

   Type II 

Black. Block letters 

 

   SG O146a (1 As 3ps) 

 

POSTAL AGENCIES IN THE PERSIAN GULF 

 

BAHRAIN 

 

A 1 ½ As postal stationery envelope (the first known example) is now recorded used from Bahrain on 8 March 1948 

to Fort in Bombay. The overprint on the envelope is Nasik 16x2mm and it has an additional 1 As Nasik overprint 

stamp on it to make up the airmail rate via Sharjah. Undoubtedly a subject of casual carriage, the envelope was 

addressed to Jayabharat Insurance Company Ltd., It is more than possible that an insurance representative was in 

Bahrain for existing or prospective clientele. This surviving envelope has joined the ranks of extreme rarities. 

 

MUSCAT 

 

A block of four ½ As stamps have been verified bearing the Muscat hand stamp and used in Muscat in March 1948. 
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TYPED OVERPRINTS 

SERVICE STAMPS 

 

The point of aged typewriters cannot be too strongly emphasized. It is important to understand that with the end of 

WWII, new equipment followed only very slowly and that included typewriters. At that time Pakistan, India and the 

United Kingdom were not exactly “lands of plenty” and contained many old typewriters. 

 

In cases of diagonal overprints, the application was made necessary because the machine’s typeface was too large 

for horizontal application. It was decided by the typist or, he was instructed to insert the  part-sheets at an 

appropriate angle for typing. 

 

Risalpur   Type I 

19/20x2.75/3.25mm. Capital letters, left leg of ‘A’ broken; ‘S’ very low and leaning forwards. 

 

 KGV single star   SG O91 (2 Rs) 

 

Wana   Type II 

19/20x2.75/3.25mm. Lower case with a capital ‘P’ 

 

   SG O144a ( ½ As) 

 

Landikotal  Types I & II 

 

   SG O139 (2 Rs) Seen in a mint block of four. 

 

Peshawar Kutchery 

18.5x2.5mm. Lower case letters, capital ‘P’.  

‘P’ low; ‘AK’ and ‘AN’ close together; gap between ‘I’ and ‘S’. 

 

 KGV  SG O131 (2 As 6ps) 

   SG O116 (12 As) 

 KGVI  SG O144a ( ½ As) 

   SG O145 (9ps) 

 

Shorkot (Jhang District) 

 

Of the two typewriters involved. At least one was responsible for a capital ‘P’ and the rest in lower case. 

 

New Type 

Chiniot (Lyallpur District) 

Lower case letters. ‘P’ low, ‘A’ rather high and tilted to the left. ‘ST’ close to ‘TA’ and separated. 

 

 KGV  SG O128 (1 As 3ps) with clear Chiniot cancel dated 3 March 1948. 

 

Over fifty years later, it is easy to be fooled into believing that 

the item being seen is a new type i.e., so far unrecorded. In the 

case of these six stamps the overprint strongly resembles the 

work of a typewriter, one of two used by the Garrison Engineer 

at Wana, Waziristan. Here, the usage date is recorded for July 1948. The letter characteristics 

bear out a marked gap between the letters ‘I’ and ‘S’ which could be caused by a faulty 

typewriter or, could be the work of an inefficient typist.  

 

There is a credible cancel on the single 1 As stamp which establishes usage in the Pajgur area in 

the Makran District of Baluchistan Province. The legible dates that have been seen reflect March 

1948 as usage which is considerably earlier than those already recorded. It is therefore a reasonable possibility that a 

detachment of engineers was in the Punjgur area, having come via Quetta from where they could have drawn 
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supplies of service stamps if necessary. Nevertheless, until further evidence turns up, we feel it is best to classify this 

intriguing overprint as “unidentified”. 

 

MANUSCRIPT OVERPRINTS 

 

Shujabad 

Upper case letters, tilting to the left. 

 

   SG O150 (8 As) A somewhat aged copy of this value has been verified. 

 

OVERPRINTS ON POSTAL STATIONERY—GENERAL 

 

1. Postal stationery items used between 15 August 1947 and 30 September 1947 in areas that comprise 

Pakistan are of considerable philatelic interest to early philatelic history. These are usually priced 

higher than normal items. 

2. Some postal stationery items may show manuscript overprints in Arabic script or English and passed 

though the postal system. These too, are very rare, of considerable philatelic interest and are highly 

prized. All such items are nonetheless, entirely unofficial. 

 

MACHINE PRINTING ON ORDINARY POSTAL STATIONERY 

 

Nasik overprint. 

 

Two types of Nasik overprints are known on Indian postal stationery and it appears that two types of plates were 

used for overprinting. The composite plates showing PAKISTAN in English and Urdu are: 

 

a) Thick type and b) Thin type. 

 

In the Nasik types there are further varieties which should be recognized and recorded. These are: 

 

a) Large ‘P’ and b) Sloping ‘P’ varieties. 

 

These varieties appear on both ordinary and service postal cards. 

 

NASIK MACHINE OVERPRINTS WITH VARIOUS SURCHARGES 

 

Chittagong machine surcharge (D&I P15) 

 

Nine pies on ½ As postal card.  

Black 18/19x2.5mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

Used at Dengapara, Chittagong. In one example, the ‘NI’ of “NINE” is dropped downwards and in another example 

it is missing. 

 

Quetta machine print 

14.5/15x3mm. Serif letters, no stop (‘P’) 

 

The 1 ½ As envelope is already recorded but a further example has been verified, adding to the small list of known 

examples. Mailed on 27 January 1949 from Guadur to Muscat, it is addressed to a British diplomat, R. Eldon 

Ellison, c/o Political Agency, Muscat. This is undoubtedly a very rare example. 

 

MACHINE PRINTING ON SERVICE POSTAL STATIONERY 

 

Lahore machine print 

Black 13.5x2/2.25mm. Block letters, no stop 
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An example of the ½ As postal card surcharged “Nine Pies” has been verified. It shows “Service” in violet-purple. 

 

HANDSTAMPS ON ORDINARY POSTAL STATIONERY 

 

ATTOCK DISTRICT 

Campbellpur 

Black 21x4mm. Block letters, no stop 

 

4 ½ As. Registration envelope. Two examples dated 20 May 1948 and 27 May 1948 from 

Campbellpur to Karachi are known. On each example, the handstamp has spread to a length of 

about 25-26mm and is quite worn. 

 

SIALKOT DISTRICT 

Daska 

Purple 19/19.75x3/3.5mm. Block letters, no 

stop. 

 

   ½ As postal card with 

additional 3ps stamp – Overprint double on 

stamp. 

 

 

 

DINAJPUR DISTRICT 

Black 29/30x6mm. Serif letters, no 

stop. 

 

1 ½ As 

envelope used Itahar RMS 15 February to 

Kalimpong D. H. Railway, dated 19  

February 1948.This is one of the few districts in 

East Pakistan where no overprints have been 

previously recorded. Even now, there is no 

evidence that stamp overprinting ever took place 

thus, this is an extremely rare item and is so far, 

unique. 

 

AZAD KASHMIR 

Gilgit- Northern Areas 

Violet 17.25x2.25/2.5mm. 

 

   9 Pies postal card surcharged ½ As – Double overprint, one inverted. 

 

RAWALPINDI DISTRICT 

Gujar Khan 

Black 16.25/17x2.5mm. Serif letters, no stop. 

 

    

9 Pies postal card surcharged ½ As. This die has also been used on ordinary stamps. 

 

New Type 

HAZARA DISTRICT 

Blue 18x3mm (approx.). Block letters, no stop. 

 

9 Pies postal card surcharged ½ As in large, black letters which are irregular and 

impossible to measure. 
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New Type 

LAHORE DISTRICT 

Lahore 

Purple 18.5x2.75/3mm. Block letters with stop 

 

   6 As. Air lettersheet. Verified on used example from Gujrat (CAMP P.O. L-185 or  

L-186) to Scotland dated 16 February 1948. 

 

Black 18x3mm. Block letters, no stop 

 

½ As. postal card. ‘P’ of overprint expanded due to pressure wear of die. Seen on postal 

card from Lahore to Peshawar with a delivery date of 11 January 1948. 

 

LARKANA DISTRICT 

Black 15x2.75mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

½ As postal card. From an area that ostensibly had little to do with overprinting comes 

the sole example in the form of this postal card cut-out. The handstamp is on half of the 

effigy and to the left of the embossing. Stated to have been sent by airmail, this piece also 

bears a 1 As Nasik overprinted stamp. The date of usage is unclear but appears to be 3 

May 1948. 

 

PESHAWAR DISTRICT 

Peshawar 
 

   ½ As postal card 

 

Black, size adjusted now to read 16.25/17x2mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

   9 ps postal card.   a) Die worn out.  b) Overprint inverted 

 

Tangi 

Black 22x3.5mm. Block letters, no stop.   New type 

 

½ As postal card verified and used May 1948. This overprint was also used on ordinary 

stamps. 

 

RAJSHAHI DISTRICT 

Black 14.25x2mm. Serif letters, no stop.   New type 

 

½ As postal card surcharged 9 ps. The surcharge measure 14mm in length while the 

“Pies” is 3mm high and the “9” is 3.25mm high. 

 

A Chittagong machine print, both overprint and surcharge. 

 

This is an extremely rare item. 

 

So far, this is the only known example of this type of surcharge to come out of East Pakistan. This very neat and 

very similar surcharge has been recorded from Karachi and also possible form Hyderabad in West Pakistan. 

Postmarked Nator, Rajshahi district on 21 May 1948, this is earlier than the bulk of the Chittagong Court postmarks 

that run from June through August 1948 and the lapsed until the remainders were used in 1950. 

 

Logically then it would seem the printers were asked to overprint and surcharge the cards very soon after the rate for 

postal cards was increased to 9 pies on 1 April 1948. If the instructions were not as concise as they could have been, 

then the printer simply used the figure ‘9’ as the shortened but correct version of the surcharge. For later 
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overprinting, the matter was formalized to state “NINE”. Both, the overprint and the surcharge are in serif letters 

that are common in material emanating from East Pakistan. 

 

Undoubtedly this is the reply portion of a double card in which the Arabic inscription for ‘PAKISTAN’ in Urdu 

above “Post Card” is applied by a violet hand stamp. This was probably applied in Dacca before distribution. 

 

We are aware that the printer’s equipment at the time, was quite worn and old but we can discount the possibility of 

the use of a metal handstamp. It is clear that this was worn type biting into the paper that may have been softened by 

the damp, humid climate of East Pakistan. 

 

Naogaon 

Black 19x2.5mm. Block letters, no stop. 
 

The handstamp has been dubbed “Naogaon” but from an example seen recently and for that postal stationery, it is 

obvious that it was applied for use in Rajshahi district. The one and only example to arise shows it was mailed from 

Kaligram to Calcutta towards the end of June 1948. 

 

Although worn, the handstamp plainly shows the slightly curved appearance that was due to the alignments of the 

‘K’ and the ‘I’, this being a marked characteristic of the die. Fortunately, this curving distinguishes it from a similar 

die used in Noakhali district. In our opinion this item is extremely rare. 

 

BOGRA DISTRICT      New type 

Black 19x2/2.25mm. Block letter, no stop 

 

    1 ½ As envelope. This handstamp has been dubbed “Santahar” since, supplies 

were sent to Santahar for use on ordinary stamps. It is now obvious that for postal stationery, the handstamp was 

applied and used within Bogra district. The dates of usage show August, September and early October 1948. There 

is a very low survival rate, only three examples are known to date. 

 

New Type 

PABNA DISTRICT 

Sirajganj 

Black 17.25x4mm. Pronounced serif letters, no stop. 

 

    1 ½ As envelope. Postmarked Sirajganj, 27 July to Sujangarh, India. 

 

HANDSTAMP ON SERVICE POSTAL STATIONERY 

 

PESHAWAR DISTRICT 

Peshawar 

    ½ As postal card. Black metal handstamp as used on adhesives.  

    a) Overprint double.  b) Overprint triple. 

 

UNIDENTIFIED OVERPRINT ON POSTAL STATIONERY 

 

Service 

Dull black, 36x6mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

Mint NW Railway postal card # T. M. 503/c. m. 180 (Damage & Deficiency Advice). The dull black of this 

handstamp had purple overtones. While not necessarily of Lahore origin, but used on this particular example, it 

could be possible. Such a large handstamp could also have been mainly employed in blocking out something or, 

superimposing ‘PAKISTAN’ on official stationery. This would be more appropriately listed as “Origin Unknown” 

rather than “Doubtful” status. 
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DOUBTFUL OVERPRINTS 

 

Machine Prints on ordinary and Service 

Lahore 

Black 16/17x2mm. Serif letters, no stop. 

 

KEVII 6 As. a used copy has already been recorded, a mint copy was discovered in the USA in 

May 1992. 

 

Mirpur, Jammu (Azad Kashmir) 

Black 30x4mm. Block letters, no stop. 

 

KGVI Block of four 8 As and a pair of 1Rs. The black ink has a washed-out appearance; one 

stamp of the 1Rs pair has no overprint. Two handstamps cover two pairs of the 8 As 

block. According to information received, “these stamps were sent directly by the 

postmaster at Mirpur to the late Mrs. G. Earl.” 

 

There are virtually no exceptions to the rule that postmasters did not handle Service stamps. All authorities using 

such stamps drew their supplies from the treasury or the sub-treasury generally once a month. For this reason alone, 

this item must be considered doubtful. This becomes even more doubtful when coupled with the fact that on 

handstamp covered two stamps, a practice condoned neither by the postmaster nor by the treasury.  

 

We believe that all parties must remain on guard against doubtful or fraudulent material that may surface from time 

to time. 

 


